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Abstract—This paper is concerned with the sensor nodes
selection in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). This technique is
inspired from antennas selection in the Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) systems. Antennas selection scheme stills be
required in Wireless Sensor Networks. In fact, the deployed
sensor nodes in the network are limited in power and thus
antennas selection processing is needed for energy saving and
lifetime maximizing. In this paper, we introduce the sensor nodes
selection processing and we present an algorithm for nodes
selection in WSNs. The suggested algorithm is based on Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) maximizing and is tested over the realistic
rich scattering transmission environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Distributed Sensor Networks (DSNs)

[1] have enabled the emergence of very flexible wireless
network design with high scalability. Typical candidate for
these networks is the famous Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). WSN [2], [3] consists of heterogeneous and single
autonomous sensor nodes which are densely deployed in the
area of interest. This dense deployment can be leveraged by
the envisioned applications which are intended to monitor a
variety of ambient conditions such as pressure, temperature
and sound. Design of WSNs is challenging since sensing
data require to be acheminated over a long distance using
individual power-constrained sensor nodes [4] associated
with very limited lifetime batteries. Wide dense populated
sensor networks can be deployed in the form of groups of
nodes called clusters [5], [6], [7]. The groups of sensor nodes
generally consist of a set of sensor nodes with a coordinator
node called cluster head. Multi-hop transmission has been
adopted by the WSNs by structuring the network into pairs
of clusters called hops. Each pair of clusters (See Fig.1)
could be assimilated to a virtual distributed Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) system [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].

II. MOTIVATION
Several recent papers have focused on processing techniques

for MIMO systems in the context of WSNs. This paper
is devoted to antennas selection processing for WSNs. We
assume that each sensor node is equipped with a single
antenna. As such, antennas selection in WSNs is confused
with sensor nodes selection. One motivation for antennas
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Fig. 1. A pair of cluster nodes

selection within WSNs is that sensor nodes operate on small
batteries which are difficult to replace [14]. Optimal resources
allocation is then needed since sensors have limited available
energy and need to perform a wide range of demanding tasks
[15]. Hence, it is worthwhile to optimize the use of the
sensor nodes by selecting the appropriate subsets of sensor
nodes over the groups of nodes in the network. The antennas
selection technique performed for MIMO systems will be
firstly discussed in this paper.

III. ANTENNAS SELECTION: AN OVERVIEW
Antennas selection techniques [16], [17] have been firstly

proposed for the conventional MIMO systems (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. Antenna selection in conventional MIMO system

Antennas selection has been applied in system design in
order to reduce the system complexity and cost. In fact, the
deployment of multiple antennas would require the implemen-
tation of multiple Radio Frequency (RF) chains which could
be costly in terms of size, power and hardware [18]. The
idea of antennas selection is to select LT antennas among the
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NT transmit antennas Tx1, . . . ,TxNT and / or LR antennas
among the NR receive antennas Rx1, . . . ,RxNR as depicted
in Fig.2. Antennas selection evidently reduces the channel
capacity for MIMO systems. Nevertheless, antennas selection
should be optimal in the manner that subsets of antennas are
that ones that allow for the best performances in terms of
system capacity and reliability of the transmission link. When
LT antennas are selected at the transmitter and LR antennas
are selected at the receiver, the associated channel will be
denoted HS(LR × LT). The antennas selection in MIMO
systems is then intended to maximize the channel capacity
which is expressed as :

C(HS) = log2

∙
det

µ
ILT +

SNR

LR
HH
SHS

¶¸
= log2

∙
det

µ
ILR +

SNR

LT
HSH

H
S

¶¸
(1)

(·)H denotes the conjugate transpose operator.
Ergodic capacity of MIMO system with antennas selection

at the transmitter and the receiver is shown in Fig. 3. The no-
tation ASel refers to Antennas Selection. MIMO transmission
is carried over a Rayleigh MIMO channel with Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
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Fig. 3. Impact of antennas selection on the ergodic MIMO system capacity

Plotted curves depict the ergodic capacity for different num-
bers of selected antennas. The adopted MIMO system is
equipped with 4 antennas at both ends of the transmission
link. We assume that the same number of antennas is selected
at both the transmit and the receive ends. Four cases are
tested by simulation. The ergodic capacity for the MIMO
system is visibly affected by antennas selection. However,
we can achieve optimal system capacity when performing
the antennas selection algorithm. Comparing the curve for
the ergodic capacity when two antennas are selected among

4 antennas in the case when antennas selection algorithm is
exploited to that one when only random antennas selection is
performed, we remark that important improvement in channel
capacity is obtained. In addition, optimal antennas selection is
shown to achieve a gain of almost 10 dB in SNR as depicted
in Fig. 3.

IV. RICH SCATTERING ENVIRONMENT
We consider in this section, the concept of scattering in

the propagation environment. We call a geometrically based
channel model in presence of finite number of scatterers. This
model is realistic and would be necessary to perform in our
case. In fact, sensor nodes at the transmit side are far away
from that ones at the receive side and the effect of scatterers
in the propagation environment could not be neglected. Rich
scattering environment is sketched in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Rich scattering environment

Scattering phenomena leads to angle spreading at both
the azimuthal and the elevation directions. Angle spreading
refers to the spread of Direction of Arrival (DOA)/Direction
of Departure (DOD) of the multipath components at the
transmit/receive antennas. In Fig. 5, the angle spreads at
both the transmit side and the receive side are respectively
denoted by ΘT and ΘR. The sensor nodes at the ends of
the communication link are denoted by STx and SRx. We
assume in this paper, that both the azimuthal and the elevation
components of AOAs/AODs of the multipath channels are
uniformly distributed.
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Fig. 5. Angle spreading in rich scattering environment

V. FINITE SCATTERERS CHANNEL MODELING
We argue that the finite scatterers model [19] is suitable for

modeling the channel relating the sensor nodes at both ends
of the communication link. We assume that NS scatterers are
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randomly distributed far away from the sensor nodes located at
both the transmit and the receive sides of the communication
link. The signals travel from the transmit sensor nodes to the
receive sensor nodes via a number of multipath components.
Each path specifies a Direction of Departure (DOD) from the
transmitting sensor node and a Direction of Arrival (DOA) at
the receiving sensor node. In 3-Dimensional (3D) geometric
model, each DOD, ΦT = (θT, φT) and DOA, ΦR = (θR, φR)
is defined by both the elevation and azimuthal components
(θT, φT) at the transmit side and (θR, φR) at the receive side.
We distinguish the elevation angle spread (ES) and the azimuth
angle spread (AS). The ES and the AS respectively refer to
the maximum deviation of the angle spread from the Mean
Angle of Arrival (MAOA) and the Mean Angle of Departure
(MAOD)[20]. We assume that the azimuth/elevation angles
of the multipath channels are uniformly distributed over the
range [MAS-AS MAS+AS] (AS: Angle Spread, MAS: Mean
Angle Spread). In this paper, we concentrate our analysis on
the uniform distribution of the angle spread.
Sensor nodes are randomly deployed at both the transmitting

and the receiving sides. We assume any geometric location for
sensor nodes. The discrete channel model with NS scatterers
is then:

H =
1√
NS

NSX
n=1

aR (ΦR,n) · βn · aHT (ΦT,n)

=
1√
NS
AR ·B ·AH

T (2)

• ΦT,n and ΦR,n respectively define the transmit direction
and the receive direction relative to the path component
of index n.

• βn ,n = 1, . . . ,NS is a random complex amplitude of
the n-th path

The matrices AR(K×NS), B(NS×NS) and AT(P×NS)
are defined as:
• AR = [aR (ΦR,1) , · · · ,aR (ΦR,NS)]
• B = diag (β1, · · · , βNS)
• AT = [aT (ΦT,1) , · · · ,aT (ΦT,NS)]
AR and AT are respectively composed of the receive

steering vectors aR (ΦR,1) , · · · ,aR (ΦR,NS) and the transmit
steering vectors aT (ΦT,1) , · · · ,aT (ΦT,NS).
We assume that P sensor nodes andK sensor nodes are respec-
tively distributed at the transmitting side and the receiving side.
According to these considerations, for each path component
of index n , n = 1, . . . ,NS, transmitting steering vector [21]
aT (ΦT,n) of size (P× 1) is expressed as :

aT (ΦT,n) =
n
exp

³
−j ·−→KT(n)−→rT(p)

´
; p = 1, . . . ,P

oT
(3)

(·)T denotes the transpose operator.
•
−→
KT

(n) is the transmit wave vector of amplitude 2π/λ (λ
is the wavelength).

• −→rT(p) is the position vector of the transmit sensor node Sp.
Similarly, the 3D position vector of the transmit sensor

node Sp is defined by the elevation and the azimuth angles
(θp, φp) as:

−→rT(p) = r(p)T [sin(θp)cos(φp) sin(φp)cos(φp) cos(θp)]
T

(4)
r
(p)
T is the radial distance to the origin.

At the receive side of sensor nodes, aR (ΦR,n) of size
(K× 1) is similarly derived as :

aR (ΦR,n) =
n
exp

³
−j ·−→KR(n)−→rR(k)

´
; k = 1, . . . ,K

oT
(5)

•
−→
KR

(n) is the the receive wave vector.
• −→rR(k) is the vector position of the receive sensor node Sk.

VI. SENSOR NODES SELECTION
Our goal is to perform sensor nodes selection among the

sensor nodes at the receive side and the transmit side. We
start by performing the sensor nodes selection algorithm by
maximizing the overall channel capacity for the proposed
scenario with distributed sensor nodes at the transmitting and
the receiving sides of the transmission link. The proposed
communication system performs the communication model
similar to that one performed by conventional MIMO systems.
The mathematical model of the communication system when
neglecting the noise signal is then :

y = H · x (6)

• H is the (K×P) complex channel matrix which links the
P transmit sensor nodes to the K receive sensor nodes.

• x = [x1, . . . , xP]T is the vector for the transmitted
signals.

• y = [y1, . . . , yK]T is the vector for the received signals
at the receive sensor nodes.

The overall channel capacity is derived according to equa-
tion (1).

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SENSOR NODES
SELECTION BASED ON CAPACITY MAXIMIZATION

We consider, in the following 6 sensor nodes at both ends
of the transmission link. We assume that sensor nodes are
deployed in the (x,y) plane in a sensing area of (100m)2. A
simulation for randomly generating the geometric positions of
the transmit sensor nodes is shown in Fig. 6. Sensor nodes at
the receive side are generated in a similar way but are assumed
to be located far away of the transmit sensor nodes.
The Angle Spread is set to 90◦ and is assumed to be

the same for both the AOAs and the AODs. We propose to
select 3 sensor nodes among the transmit sensor nodes and
also 3 sensor nodes among the receive sensor nodes. The
possible subsets of sensor nodes are generated from a binomial
distribution. Monte Carlo simulation for the overall system
capacity over a rich scattering environment with 20 multipath
components is depicted in Fig. 7. The overall system capacity
is improved thanks to the optimal sensor nodes selection.
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Fig. 6. Transmit sensor nodes

Optimal algorithm for sensor nodes selection reduces the
losses in the overall system capacity if sensor node selection
is targeted to the appropriate sensor nodes in the network. In
addition, we measure important gain in system capacity when
comparing optimal sensor nodes selection strategy to random
sensor nodes selection. This gain reaches a level up to 1.7 and
is shown to be insensible to the SNR.
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Fig. 7. Sensor nodes selection based on capacity maximization

VIII. SENSOR NODES SELECTION : SNR MAXIMIZATION
AT THE RECEIVING CLUSTER HEAD

We examine the impact of the proposed algorithm for
the sensor nodes selection on the output SNR at the cluster
head sensor at the receive side. We assume independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) channel link between the K sensor
nodes at the receive side and the cluster head sensor node.
The cluster head sensor node combines the receive sensing
incoming signals from the K sensor nodes.

We assume equal additive noise powers. The output SNR at the
cluster head sensor node will be denoted Υ and is expressed
as :

Υ = γ· k HSk2F (7)

• kHSkF is the Frobenius norm of the associated channel
matrix HS.

• γ is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio per sensor node.

IX. SIMULATION RESULTS
We perform Monte carlo simulation in order to study the

impact of the performed nodes selection algorithm on the
overall SNR. Fig. 8 shows that optimal Signal-to-Noise Ratio,
Υ is obtained when performing the sensor nodes selection
processing.
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Fig. 8. SNR improvement via optimal sensor nodes selection

X. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed in this paper the sensor nodes selection

in WSNs. Our analysis has been addressed for a typical
communication system in WSNs when clusters of sensor nodes
at both the transmit and the receive sides of the transmission
link are randomly distributed at both sensing areas. The
geometric channel modeling for rich scattering environment
has been studied in this paper. Antennas selection processing
has been firstly called for conventional MIMO systems. The
selection criteria based on channel capacity maximization
has been simulated for the proposed scenario for WSN. The
performances of the adopted algorithm were studied in the case
of rich scattering environment. The proposed algorithm for
sensor nodes selection has been proved to bring improvement
in the overall system capacity and to improve the SNR. These
results could be very interesting in the context of WSNs since
sensor nodes work by limited lifetime battery. Performing
adaptive sensor nodes selection among the sensor nodes could
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be beneficial and we can reduce at the best the losses in the
overall Signal-to-Noise Ratio thanks to optimal sensor nodes
selection strategy.
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